Abstract-In the context of inter subject brain surface matching, we present a parameterization of the cortical surface constrained by a model of cortical organization. The parameterization is defined via an harmonic mapping of each hemisphere surface to a rectangular planar domain that integrates a representation of the model. As opposed to previous landmark-based registration methods we do not match folds between individuals but instead optimize the fit between cortical sulci and specific iso-coordinate axis in the model. This strategy overcomes some limitation to sulcus-based registration techniques such as topological variability in sulcal landmarks across subjects. Experiments on 62 subjects with manually traced sulci are presented and compared with the result of the Freesurfer software. The evaluation involves a measure of dispersion of sulci with both angular and area distortions. We show that the model-based strategy can lead to a natural, efficient and very fast (less than 5 min per hemisphere) method for defining inter subjects correspondences. We discuss how this approach also reduces the problems inherent to anatomically defined landmarks and open the way to the investigation of cortical organization through the notion of orientation and alignment of structures across the cortex.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE RISE of surface-based methods for neuroimaging data analysis in the past 10 years has brought a new range of methods in the area of multi-subject comparisons: inter-subject surface matching. Such methods allow the definition of a common reference in which group studies and inter-subject comparisons can be performed. The difficulty comes from the fact that, contrary to volume-based methods, there is no common canonical domain across subjects (e.g., the 3-D euclidean space for volumes). If one wants to register geometrical information or anatomical landmarks on the cortical surface between different subjects it is necessary to define a common domain on which to perform the registration. This is why existing methods map cortical surfaces to a standard geometry such as a sphere before registration [1] .
Inter-subjects correspondences are then induced through the alignment of cortical structures between individuals, in the canonical domain defined by the standard geometry. Methods for inter individual registration of cortical surface can be divided in two categories.
1) Techniques that align curvature, sulcal depth or other dense geometrical maps [2] - [6] . Those are able to align cortices between subjects automatically and avoid the subjectivity and variability induced by a manual extraction of landmarks. However, these methods do not integrate higher level knowledge from anatomical expertise and may result in alignments that are not in accordance with the matching of sulcal landmarks traced by an expert (see e.g., [7] and [8] 1 ). 2) Landmark-based methods register anatomy by constraining a set of landmarks or curves on the cortex that incorporate precise knowledge of sulcal anatomy but must often be defined manually [9] - [14] . Such methods can be customized for a study focusing on a particular brain region which may be crucial e.g., in the presence of lesion. The drawback of these methods is that they rely on landmarks associations that are not completely clear in our current understanding of brain variability. Another limitation comes from the choice of a single subject brain as reference which is required for some methods that rely on sulcal landmarks (not all, see [15] and [14] ). This may induce uncontrolled bias relative to the unbalanced distribution of matching deformation across subjects. There is increasing evidence for a good relationship between primary sulci and the boundaries of cytoarchitectonic fields in primary cortices (see e.g., [16] ). This would suggest that using primary sulci to drive inter-subject matching is a good strategy. Therefore, the fact that curvature may be aligned at the expense of misaligned primary sulci such as the central sulcus remains an issue. However, this relationship is more variable when it comes to secondary and tertiary sulci and association cortices. Moreover, the identification and tracing of smaller sulci is prone to errors even for an expert and the delineation of a continuous 1 See especially the Section IV-A3 of that paper.
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curve for a particular sulcus (required for e.g., [9] , [10] ) is rarely consistent with the topological variations that can be observed between adult individuals.
Considering the increasing research to decipher the link between cortical macro-anatomy and brain architecture and to provide a better understanding of brain variability, we should propose methods that are able to integrate and test models produced by such research while also keeping on offering the neuroimaging community robust data-driven methods (such as [2] - [6] ). This is the motivation behind this paper. Indeed, the idea of an intrinsic organization of the cortical surface around which variability occurs has arisen [17] - [21] , and it has been shown that a model of such organization can be used to perform cortical localization and implicitly solve the problem of inter-subject cortical surface matching [19] , [22] . In particular in [22] a model is presented that embeds the concept of stable sulcal landmarks conjointly with the notion of organization of these landmarks through specific hypothesis of orientation and alignment of sulci. Fig. 1 shows the model adapted from [22] and used in our method.
In [22] , the authors proposed an implementation of a theoretical model proposed in [18] which states that a set of folds that correspond to the first folding location during antenatal life are stable across individuals, and that these folds are organized according to two orthogonal directions and two poles, the insular pole and the cingular pole (Fig. 1) . Post-mortem studies [23] as well as MRI studies on fetal brains [24] are describing more and more precisely the early folding process occurring before 30 weeks and that correspond to the emergence of primary sulci. The directionality of folding patterns is also something that is regularly reported (see for instance [25] ). This model defines a natural parameterization of the cortical surface. Essentially, this leads to a coordinate system in which the folds that are part of the model always have the same coordinate (longitude or latitude, specified by the model on Fig. 1 ). The originality of this approach compared to previous sulcusbased methods lies in the fact that folds are not matched to a specific target (e.g., the same fold across subjects) but instead are matched to an iso-coordinate axis of the 2-D coordinate system. This strategy has a direct impact on the required assumptions regarding the sulcal landmarks. For instance, a sulcus with multiple pieces for subject A can be aligned on the same axis than the same sulcus for subject B even if the latter has a single piece. Indeed, there is no constraint regarding the topology of a sulcal landmark between subjects and no gyrus crossing is necessary (more aspects of this will be discussed later).
In the same paper [22] , the authors proposed an implementation of this model that computes a parameterization constrained by the model. In that work, each sulcus is first attributed a longitude or latitude, always the same, according to the cortical model. Then, coordinate values are interpolated between sulci through a diffusion process on the individual cortical surface based on the heat equation with an additional data-driven term. Such process forces coordinates to be close to their desired value at the sulcal landmarks, while ensuring a smooth and minimal interpolation of the coordinate field between the sulci. This implementation confirmed that the axes of the model embed functional information and naturally delineate functionally consistent areas [22] . However, the minimization of the corresponding differential equation was difficult to achieve-and computing time demanding-and without control over the distortions resulting from the mapping.
In this paper, we propose a new method for mapping the model onto an individual cortical surface, substituting a constrained parameterization problem to the coordinate propagation process. We suggest to explicitly define a mapping from the cortical surface onto a parameterization domain corresponding to the model. This way, the integration of the assumptions underlying the model are more explicit, with a direct control over the induced distortions, and the resulting algorithm is very efficient and fast.
In the next section we detail our method and point out this originality compared to state-of-the-art techniques (Sections II-C and II-D). In Section IV we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate our algorithm through a group of 62 subjects. For comparison, we also applied the widely distributed method Freesurfer in Section IV-B and discuss the results in Section IV-C.
II. METHOD
We detail here our method to define a parameterization of the cortical mesh under the constraints defined by the model illustrated on Fig. 1 . As illustrated on Fig. 2 , the procedure is composed of four successive steps, each one being related to specific assumptions of the model. After pointing each of the assumptions given by the model and its influence on the mapping in Section II-A, we first detail how the cortical surface can be divided into three pieces topologically equivalent to a disk: the neocortex, the cingular pole, and the insula, step 1 on Fig. 2 . The corresponding parametrization domain is then defined as a planar rectangle in Section II-B.
Step 2 consists in mapping the neocortex on the parametrization domain in Section II-C. Once the neocortex is mapped onto the rectangle, we can enforce the alignment of the sulci onto the corresponding axes of the domain as defined in the model, step 3. This constrained mapping defines the model-driven parameterization of the neocortex. We show in Section II-E how the induced coordinates system can be extended to the insular pole, step 4. Finally, we focus on the specific aspect of the parameterization that concerns the invertibility of the mapping in the Section II-F.
A. Integration of the Assumptions Underlying the Model
Our method is based on the model of cortical organization presented in [22] . The assumptions underlying this model are not the topic of this work and we focus here on the concepts that will influence our parameterization technique. The model is based on a developmental theory which states that deeply buried subparts of sulci, the so-called "sulcal roots," corresponding to the putative first folding location during antenatal life, are naturally organized according to two major orthogonal directions and two poles, following a latitude/longitude scheme [19] , [25] , [18] . The two poles are specific anatomical structures: the insular pole and the cingular pole. The cingular pole is defined by the archeocortical core and describes a polar circle that follows the limbic circumvolution. The insular pole is defined by the paleocortical core and defines another circle at the delimitation between the insula and the rest of the neocortex. In the rest of the neocortex, the model defines a natural coordinate system organized around the poles, with specific latitudes and longitudes axes shown on Fig. 1 . The definition of these axes corresponds to three interacting aspects of the underlying developmental theory. In the context of the parameterization of the cortical surface, the integration of this notion of major axes corresponds to the three following key ideas. 1) Following the intrinsic organization of the cortical surface [18] , [19] , the sulci involved in the model are organized following two orthogonal orientations, corresponding to the two coordinate directions: longitudes from one pole to Our method explicitly integrates the assumptions regarding the model step by step. The individual cortical surface is divided into three pieces, the cingular pole, the insula and the rest of the neocortex (step 1). We then define a mapping between the neocortex and a parameterization domain corresponding to the model (steps 2 and 3). Finally, the coordinate system resulting from the parameterization of the neocortex is extended to the insula.
the other and latitudes orthogonal to longitudes. The coordinate system enforced by the model is thus orthogonal and grossly respects the orientation of cortical structures. 2) The axes refer to systematic alignment of sulcal roots at fetal stage, which results in adult brain to the gross alignment of major sulci. These major sulci can be grouped into latitude (resp. longitude) axes, meaning that they share the same latitude (resp. longitude) value in the coordinate system (see the model in Fig. 1 ) For a given sulcal landmark designed in the model as longitude (resp.latitude), the first (resp. second) coordinate value is thus given by the model. Its second (resp. first) coordinate value should be driven by its interactions with neighboring sulcal landmarks associated to axes that are orthogonal to its own. Fig. 1 . The boundary of the cingular (resp. insular) pole is in green (resp. cyan) and the cut between the poles is pink. Mean curvature of the original surface is shown in gray and is the normal of the boundary. The coordinates of the rectangle in are shown in blue:
.
At this stage we assume that the sulcal landmarks and poles are given a coordinate value defined by the model : the insular boundary has a 0 latitude and the cingular boundary has a 180 latitude, while sulcal landmarks are given either a latitude value ([0-180]) or a longitude value ([0-360]). We present in Section II-G4 a procedure to define the coordinate values of the axes of the model such that the model is centered relatively to the group of subjects under study. Fig. 1 presents the model and the list of folds it uses. For a more in depth description of the model the reader can refer to [22] .
B. Surface Division and Parameterization Domain
While the cortex can be represented as a surface which topology is spherical, i.e., closed without self intersection, the tessellation corresponding to an hemisphere remains open as a hole is formed by the cut around the corpus callosum, i.e., the cingular pole.
As previously described in [22] , the micro anatomical organization of the cortical mantle suggests that the hemi-spherical cortical surface can be subdivided into three anatomical patches: the insula, the cingular pole, and the rest of the neocortex. The cingular pole, i.e., the corpus callosum, does not need to be parameterized as it is not cortex. The parameterization of the insula is quite straightforward as its geometry is relatively close to a disk and is detailed in Section II-E. Both poles can be segmented automatically (e.g., as presented in [22] ), and we first focus on the parameterization of the rest of the cortex which is the most challenging.
At this point, the neocortex is represented as a surface with two holes that has the same topology as a cylinder (Fig. 2, left) . A cut linking the two poles is mandatory to obtain the topology of a rectangle, required for mapping it onto the rectangular domain corresponding to the model shown on Fig. 1 . We suggest to cut the neocortex following the shortest geodesic path between the two poles as illustrated in pink on the Figs. 2 and 3 .
We define the parameterization of the neocortex as follows. Let us denote the cortical mesh and the rectangular domain corresponding to the model. The parameterization of consists in finding a mapping that is linear on each triangle in and continuous. Such a mapping is uniquely determined by the images . We now suggest to decompose the parameterization of the neocortex into two steps (steps 2 and 3 on Fig. 2 ).
• We first define a mapping from the surface of the neocortex onto a 2-D rectangle, which corresponds to the integration of the constraints associated to the poles.
• We then include the sulcal constraints, which is thus reduced to a purely 2-D deformation problem resulting in a second mapping . The parameterization mapping is then defined as the composition of and .
C. Harmonic Intrinsic Parameterization of the Neocortex
Following the key idea 1) in Section II-A, the mapping between the neocortex and the rectangular domain should respect the orientation of cortical structures. Indeed, this flattening mapping should minimize angular distortions. Such mappings have been intensively studied and are denoted as conformal or harmonic mapping. Several research groups have reported work on conformal mapping from the cortical surface to a sphere [26] - [30] possibly with additional sulcal landmarks [10] , [31] , [32] . Hurdal et al. [30] reported a discrete mapping approach that uses circle packing to produce flattened images of cortical surfaces on the sphere, the Euclidean plane, or the hyperbolic plane.
Here, we extend the method introduced to the computer graphics community by Eck et al. [33] which consists in approximating a harmonic map using a finite element method based on P1 basis functions. This technique consists in two steps.
1) First fix the boundary mapping, i.e., fix , by mapping the boundary homeomorphically to some convex polygon in the plane. Here, this parameterization domain is defined as a planar rectangle. 2) Find the piecewise linear mapping which minimizes the Dirichlet energy subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition
Enforcing a fixed position of the boundary remains however a major drawback in the context of our model: the conformality of the mapping is not guaranteed and the orthogonality of coordinate axis is lost near the boundary (Fig. 4) . We propose to relax the boundary constraints such that the points on the boundary can move along this boundary. Indeed, we process differently the four sides of the rectangular domain which requires to divide the boundary of and and , as shown on Fig. 3 . The Dirichlet boundary condition from [33] is then replaced by a mixed Dirichlet/Newman condition as formalized Fig. 4 . Left: method from [33] with fixed boundary, right: our approach illustrated for a given subject. The angular distortions are illustrated by the cross between iso-coordinates on the top and in color on the rectangular domain at the bottom. When the points on the boundaries can move as illustrated by the red arrows, angular distortions are small and iso-coordinates are orthogonal or parallel to the boundaries.
in (2) and only the four points in the corners remain fixed in the two coordinates directions. As illustrated on Derivating the Dirichlet energy gives and its minimization reduces to solving independently the two linear system of equations which are Poisson equations with mixed boundary conditions (2) where is the normal of the boundary of (see Fig. 3 ). Note that the modification of the boundary condition does not introduce any optimization issue (see Appendix A for details) and the existence and uniqueness of the solution has been proved (e.g., in [34] ). The optimization reduces to inverting the two following matrices involved in those two linear equations, which can be achieved in few seconds with efficient linear algebra libraries such as LAPACK 2 (3) (4) where are sparse matrices whose coefficients correspond to the harmonic weights between neighboring vertices 2 http://www.netlib.org/lapack/ resulting from the discrete approximation of the continuous Laplace-Beltrami operator as detailed in [35] and [36] ( 5) being the neighboring vertices of the th vertex in the mesh. Using this technique, the location of any given point on the neocortex in the rectangular domain is driven by the geometry of the cortical surface. We thus denote this unconstrained mapping as harmonic intrinsic parameterization (HIP).
D. Harmonic Orthogonal Parameterization
We now define two sets of constrained sulci and corresponding to the sulci specified in the model (as latitudes and longitudes, respectively). Each sulcus must be matched with its corresponding axis in the model, which in our case means that it must match a specific coordinate (longitude or latitude) value in the parametrization domain. Indeed, contrary to other landmark-based registration methods [10] , [12] , [13] , [5] , [14] , we want to align those sulcal fundi onto specific axis of the parameterization domain (longitude or latitude) and not to a chosen reference subject.
We measure the distance between each sulcal fundus and the corresponding target longitude or latitude coordinate axis under the action of the mapping through the following term:
where corresponds to the coordinates of the current position of a point of in the rectangular domain , and the axis coordinate (resp. ) are given by the model.
The constrained mapping that minimizes the angular distortion under the constraint of aligning the sulcal fundi onto their axis is defined as the optimum of the following equation under the same boundary conditions as in (2): (6) where balances between angular distortions and accuracy of sulcal alignment and is weighting parameter that distribute the strength of the constraints between the sulci that we will detail later. The derivative of the constraint energies can be computed as (7) (8) where if and 0 otherwise, and is the solution of the two following systems: (9) (10) where is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the rectangular mesh that can be discretized using harmonic weights (5) which gives the two matrices involved in the linear systems hereafter. We can then write (resp. ) using matrices as following:
where is a diagonal matrix with if the vertex and otherwise and is a sparse vector with if the vertex and otherwise. And we obtain two systems of linear equations that can be solved independently
The minimization is thus reduced to the inversion of two sparse matrices and the computing time is less than 5 s. for both matrices for a 160 000 vertices mesh on an intel core i-7 processor.
For a given sulcus associated to a longitude (resp. latitude) axis, (resp. ) measures the distance between the point in and the orthogonal projection of onto its corresponding axis. As an axis corresponds to an iso-coordinate in an orthogonal referential system, (resp. ) concerns only the first (resp. second) coordinate of . Indeed, (resp. ) is invariant to translation following the second (resp. first) coordinate direction, i.e., the translation parallel to the axis. Moreover, the constraint from the matching of a sulcus onto a latitude axis will induce a displacement which is mainly orthogonal to its target axis and thus parallel to any longitude axis. The displacement of a given longitude (resp. latitude) sulcus in the coordinate direction parallel to its target axis will thus be driven by the constraints from the neighboring latitude (resp.longitude) constraints. As illustrated on Fig. 5 , this energy introduces some interactions between the longitudes and latitudes sulcal constraints by favoring the "sliding" of a sulcus along its respective axis in order to minimize the induced angular distortions, which corresponds to the integration of the long-distance interactions driven by the organization of the cortical structures (key idea 2) in Section II-A).
This mapping under orthogonal constraints is denoted as harmonic orthogonal parameterization (HOP), such that the entire procedure is denoted as HIP-HOP. 5 . Alignment of sulci using our method for a given subject. On the right are shown the interactions between longitude and latitude sulcal constraints, for the superior frontal sulcus in green, the superior precentral sulcus in orange and the central sulcus in red. The displacement corresponding to the mapping is illustrated by the black arrows. The colored arrows illustrate the translation of each sulcus along its axis induced by the interactions. The constrained mapping enforces the superior frontal sulcus to match the horizontal axis at the top, which results in a displacement following the direction that is vertical in this figure.
The interactions induce a vertical translation for the precentral and central sulci. The small translation of the superior frontal sulcus from left to right is driven by its interaction with the precentral sulcus. Fig. 6 . Parameterization of the insular pole with respect to the coordinates of the neocortex. (A) The boundary of the insula shown in cyan are also in the neocrtex. For these points, the model-driven parameterization of the neocortex gives a latitude which is constant and defined by the model, and a longitude in [0-360] as illustrated in (B). (C) This parameterization of the boundary is used to distribute the points forming the boundary onto a planar disc and the interior point of the insula are mapped into the disc using the technique in [33] . This induces the intrinsic parameterization of the insula (D).
E. Parameterization of the Insula
The insula is parameterized as illustrated on the Fig. 6 using the method described in [33] as follows. From the parameterization of the neocortex described above, we have defined the coordinates of the boundary that delineate the insula. We use these coordinates to distribute the points forming this boundary onto a circle that delineate a disk with respect to the coordinates, i.e., such that the points on the boundary have the same coordinates in and in . We then minimize the Dirichlet energy subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition given by the circle. This results in a harmonic parameterization of the insular pole constrained by the coordinate system of the neocortex previously defined. The parameterization that covers the whole cortical surface is thus on the boundary of the insula, which corresponds to the junction between different types of micro anatomical organizations of the cortical mantle [22] and inside the insula and on the rest of the neocortex.
F. Invertible Parameterization
Enforcing the mapping to be homeomorphic, i.e., invertible and continuous, guarantee the preservation of the topology of structural or functional regions between the original cortical surface and the rectangular domain corresponding to the model. An elegant framework consist in restricting the search space for the mapping by optimizing over the group of diffeomorphisms [37] - [39] , [15] , i.e., homeomorphisms with . Unfortunately, this causes many algorithms to be computationally expensive. Indeed, most methods for cortical registration rely on soft regularization constraints to encourage invertibility [2] , [31] , [11] , [40] which is not guaranteed. Even the most advanced methods that explicitly enforce the mapping to be diffeomorphic cannot avoid few folded triangles due to approximation errors [6] and are thus not really homeomorphic. In practice however, the folded triangles often related to segmentation and meshing imperfections such that a small percent of folded triangles is acceptable, as illustrated by the numerous studies conducted using e.g., the inter individual surface-based registration implemented in Freesurfer [2] .
In this study, we focused on the integration of the assumptions underlying the model and thus used a regularization minimizing angular distortions. Such harmonic mapping does not explicitly avoid inverted triangles and the resulting mapping may not be homeomorphic. Our results however show that only a very small number of faces are folded at the end of the process ( percent of the faces on average across 62 subjects), most times corresponding to meshing approximations. To enforce the invertibility of the mapping we propose to identify and unfold any inverted face in the parameterization domain a posteriori using the following empirical strategy. We know that using the technique from e.g., [41] , an invertible mapping can be constructed in any convex planar domain [42] , [43] . For any inverted triangle in the rectangular domain-which is convex-it is intuitive that there always exist such that the th neighboring vertices of the triangle form a convex polygon. Indeed, we iterate the following steps until no inverted triangle remains or a maximum number of iterations is reached. 1) Identify the inverted triangles from the orientation of their normal. 2) Concatenate the inverted triangles that share a vertex into small patches. 3) For each small patch, apply times a smoothing operator based on combinatorial barycentric weights (see e.g., [42] for details) to the th neighboring vertices of the triangles forming the patch. Using this empirical method with and on a group of 62 subjects, the entire procedure took less than 1 min per mesh (30 s on average across the 62 subjects), depending on the number of inverted faces to unfold. Only two triangles for one subject remained inverted over the entire cortical surface-including the insula and its boundary-across the 62 subjects (as a comparison, the same data processed with Freesurfer [2] led to one inverted triangle for two subjects, two inverted triangles for one subject, and 500 inverted triangles for one subject). 
G. Parameters Setting 1) Optimal Rectangular Domain:
Defining the rectangular domain is equivalent to setting two parameters that correspond to the length and width of the target rectangle or alternatively the area of the rectangle and the ratio length/width. We suggest to search for an optimal ratio with the area given as the average across the subjects of the area of the initial surfaces, i.e., the area of the rectangular is equal to 60 000 mm . We found a natural setting for this ratio as the value that minimizes the angular distortions induced by the mapping onto the rectangle across the group of subjects (see Fig. 7) .
2) Weighting Between Energy Terms:
The parameter sets the trade-off between the sulcal constraints and the regularization which corresponds to minimizing the angular distortions. Indeed, big values of favors the alignment of sulci at the cost of higher distortions. We show in Section IV-A2 some results concerning the influence of this parameter on the final parameterization.
3) Weighting Between Sulcal Constraints: The weighting parameters in (6) distribute the constraints between the sulci and thus also between the latitudes and longitudes and even between the latitudes (resp longitudes) axes. The setting of these parameters is driven by the following considerations.
• Input from the model, such that a given sulcus or axis should have more influence than another.
• Input from the data, for instance it seems intuitive to give more weight to the more stable sulci or to distribute the strength of the constraint following the variance of sulci after the unconstrained mapping .
• Integration of discretization approximations: if we fix then the sulci that gather more vertices on the cortical mesh will have more weight in the energy and will thus be matched more precisely. For the present study, we set the parameters as follows: (13) where (resp. ) is the number of longitude (resp. latitude) sulci and is the number of points corresponding to the sulcus . We thus set the same weight to every sulci by normalizing with regard to the number of vertices such that the process is not influenced by the method used for tessellating the cortical surfaces. This also induces a weighting between the model axes in the sense that an axis on which several sulci are matched has more weight than an axis corresponding to only one sulcus.
4) Data Driven Setting of the Axes Coordinate of the Model:
The coordinate values of the axes of the model are defined for a group of subjects after the unconstrained mapping (HIP) in the rectangular domain. For each axis, the computation of the coordinate value is based on the weighted barycenter of the points associated to the sulcal fundi corresponding to this axis across the subjects of the group. For a given longitude axis , the axis coordinate is defined as (14) where corresponds to the set of sulci associated to the longitude axis (with ), the number of points forming the sulcus across the subjects and the weight of this sulcus as defined in Section II-G3. For a given latitude axis , the axis coordinate is defined as (15) with corresponding to the set of sulci associated to the latitude axis (with ). This way, the axes of the model are centered relatively to the group of subjects, which minimizes the distortions resulting from the mapping across the group. Moreover, the resulting inter-subjects correspondences are not biased toward a particular individual, contrary to sulcus-based registration techniques that require to fix a given subject as reference (in such case, some individuals may require more deformations than others to fit the reference subject). Note that other methods have been proposed to address this particular issue, both in the context of suclcus matching [15] , [14] and automatic approaches [2] , [3] .
III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Materials
Left hemisphere cortical surfaces of a group of 62 subjects were extracted from T1-weighted MRI using Freesurfer 3 . The insula, the cingular pole and the sulcus fundi involved in the model were traced manually by an expert using the BrainVisa painting tool SurfPaint [44] for each individual left cortical surface. Note that automatic methods for sulci extraction [45] , identification [46] , and projection onto the cortical surface [47] as well as for the delineation of the two poles [22] are available in BrainVisa. Even if those techniques are efficient, especially for the sulci involved in the model, we preferred using manually traced data in this study to ensure a proper definition of the coordinates of the target axes from the data as detailed in Section II-G4 above.
We applied HIP-HOP to the left cortical surface of the 62 subjects. For comparison with state-of-the-art techniques, we also applied the matching procedure available in the widely distributed software Freesurfer, which finds a nonlinear transfor-3 http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.eu mation in the spherical domain such as to maximize the correlation of dense convexity maps between individuals [2] .
B. Evaluation Criteria 1) Dispersion of Sulci in the Rectangular Domain:
Using HIP-HOP, it is possible to measure the dispersion of sulci following each coordinate direction in the rectangular domain. For each sulcus, we computed the standard deviation of the two coordinates of the points forming this sulcus across the 62 subjects in the rectangular domain, before and after constraining the alignment of sulci. The reduction of the standard deviation following the coordinate that is orthogonal to the target axis is explicitly enforced by HIP-HOP and is thus expected. A reduction following the coordinate that is parallel to the target axis illustrates the interactions between constrained sulci.
2) Geodesic Dispersion of Sulci: For each method, the cortical surface from all 62 subjects were remeshed using linear interpolation in the parameterization domain in order to obtain a vertex-to-vertex correspondence across individuals. The sulcal lines from each subject were then projected onto the respective remeshed surface using a nearest neighbor interpolation, such that the sulcal lines from all 62 subjects could then be projected onto a template surface corresponding to the cortical surface of any of the 62 individuals. For each pair of sulci (same sulcus for two subjects)
, the geodesic Hausdorff distance was computed using the following formula:
where corresponds to the geodesic distance between the vertices and on the template surface . The spatial dispersion for the sulcus , is computed by averaging across all subject pairs and all template surfaces as follows: (16) where is the number of pairs for the sulcus across the 62 subjects. Computing the geodesic distance for only one given individual surface chosen as template would bias the results. Averaging across individuals removes this bias while allowing a proper comparison between HIP-HOP and FS, geodesic distances being computed on the same surfaces for both methods. Because sulcal alignment is somewhat explicitly enforced by our energy minimization, we expect HIP-HOP to perform well with that measurement.
3) Angular Distortion: The angular distortion between the original and deformed surfaces is computed for each face as follows: (17) where is the first of the three angles of the triangle in the original surface and the same angle in the deformed surface. Angular distortions are explicitly minimized by HIP-HOP and are therefore expected to be low. 
4) Area Distortion:
The area distortion between the original and deformed surfaces is computed for each triangle as follows: (18) where is the area of the triangle in the original surface and the area of the same triangle in the deformed surface, and the total area of the original and deformed surfaces. If , the triangle has been compressed and denotes a dilation. Area distortions are explicitly minimized by FS but are not explicitly minimized by HIP-HOP.
5) Curvature Correlation:
We computed the correlation of the curvature across all pairs of subjects and show the distribution across pairs. Freesurfer optimizes the correlation of convexity maps between subjects which is closely related to curvature. Indeed, this measure evaluates the criterion explicitly minimized by FS.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Model-Driven Parameterization 1) Compliance Between the Individual Anatomy and the
Model: HIP-HOP defines a bijection between an individual cortical surface and the model. Indeed, the model can now be mapped back onto the surface as shown for a single subject on Fig. 8 . The fit of the axes of the model (in pink) and the resulting coordinate grid to local anatomy can be seen. Iso-coordinate axes (in gray) follow the local geometry and comply with the sulcal constraints. See e.g., the superior and inferior frontal sulci in the frontal lobe (upper left panel), the superior temporal sulcus in the temporal lobe (upper right panel) or the calloso-marginal anterior sulcus and parieto-occipital fissure on the internal face (bottom left panel). The longitude and latitude coordinate fields are orthogonal almost everywhere as illustrated by the angles at the intersection between the iso-coordinate axes. Note that the latitude axis of the model associated to the superior frontal sulcus (third horizontal axis from the top on the model Fig. 1 ) also follows the intraparietal sulcus in the parietal lobe (right panels) even though this sulcus is not part of the constraint set. This illustrates long-distance interactions even far from the constrained sulci.
Whereas the sulcal roots associated to subparts of the intraparietal sulcus are involved in the theoretical model of cortical organization [22] , [18] , we did not incorporate this constraint in the current implementation because the automatic segmentation and corresponding sulcal line is often shaped as a "L." The long branch of the "L" should be aligned onto a latitude axis while the short branch should be aligned onto a longitude axis. The exact location of the junction between the two branches of the "L" being hard to determine, such additional constraint would induce supplementary distortions while our results show that the interactions between the sulcal constraints already enforces an inter subjects correspondence which seems as accurate as for constrained sulci (although this would be confirmed by quantitative evaluation in further work).
2) Model-Driven Inter Subjects Correspondences: Each individual surface being mapped independently onto the rectangular domain, HIP-HOP implicitly defines inter subjects correspondences which are induced by the genericity of the model (key idea 3 in Section II-A). Fig. 9 presents the mapping on the rectangular domain of all sulcal fundi that are part of the model for all 62 subjects. Top row shows the result of the unconstrained conformal mapping (HIP) presented in Section II-C and bottom row shows the results of the constrained mapping (HOP) presented in Section II-D.
It is visible that the mapping without sulcal constraints shows a reasonable orthogonality of longitude and latitude sulci, which tends to advocate for the notions of orthogonal principal direction fields introduced in [18] , [19] , and illustrates the pertinence of the model presented in [22] . On the bottom row of Fig. 9 , the effects of sulcal constraints are very clear. Sulci have been well aligned on the axis of the model. The implicit inter subject Fig. 10 . The reduction of the dispersion of sulci following the two coordinates directions. The left (resp. right) panel shows the dispersion in the two directions after the constrained mapping as a function of for each longitude (resp. latitude) constrained sulcus. The color of the curve corresponds to the color in the model (Fig. 1) . Two curves are shown for each sulcus, the continuous curve corresponds to the variation relative to the unconstrained mapping of the standard deviation of the points coordinate in the direction explicitly constrained by the method and the dashed curve to the dispersion in the orthogonal direction which is not constrained. A gain of 100% means this sulcus is perfectly aligned for every subjects, and a negative gain relates to an increase in the dispersion.
matching performed by HIP-HOP can also be observed since sulci show a good alignment across subjects. Residual variability is also visible, often at the extremity of sulcal fundi that show a high variability [48] and for which the assumption of alignment may sometimes be invalid. It is also understood that this assumption is subject to variability and cannot be systematically observed due to the complexity of the folding process during growth, which is subject to many factors.
As the enforced coordinate system is orthogonal, it is possible to evaluate the dispersion of sulcal fundi following each of the two coordinate directions independently. Indeed, we computed for each sulcus the standard deviation of the corresponding points across the 62 subjects, before and after aligning the sulci onto the axes (evaluation criterion from Section III-B1). Fig. 10 shows the reduction of the dispersion of sulci in the two directions resulting from the constrained mapping as a function of for longitudes (left) and latitudes (right) sulci. is the parameter that defines the trade off between alignment of sulci and regularization through the preservation of angles in the energy (6) . Lower values of corresponds to higher regularization while higher values induce better alignment of sulci onto their axis, a perfect matching being reached when the dispersion is reduced by 100%. As expected, the dispersion is strongly reduced in the direction that is orthogonal to the target axis for each sulcus (plain curves), which corresponds to the optimization of the data term in the energy. Interestingly, we note that the dispersion is also reduced in the direction that is parallel to the target axis, i.e., in the direction that is not explicitly constrained (dashed curves). While a reduction in this direction is not an aim of the method, this confirms the interactions between latitude and longitude constraints through the regularization term of the energy. As the regularization is based on minimizing angular distortions, the interactions between the sulcal landmarks are guided by their orientation, which explicitly corresponds to the assumptions underlying the model. Indeed, the dispersion in the unconstrained coordinate direction reaches 35% for the S.F.marginal sulcus, is greater than 15% for 6 sulci, remains positive but small for 13 and is negative for only 4 out of 23 sulci. Moreover, when the effect is negative, it remains very small (less than 10%). These graphics indicate the following.
1) The reduction of the dispersion of sulcal landmarks is efficient in the constrained coordinate direction, as expected.
2) The interactions between sulci has a positive effects on the dispersion in the unconstrained coordinate direction. 3) A near optimal value for is around 200 because the dispersion in the unconstrained direction is not reduced anymore for higher values. Overall, this experience confirms that HIP-HOP properly integrates the assumptions underlying the model. Fig. 11 shows the mean curvature averaged across all subjects mapped onto the average surface resulting from HIP-HOP and FS. Deep blue areas indicate that the negative curvature regions are aligned, and red parts show that the crown of gyri are matched across subjects. While the average surface resulting from FS shows more details and a higher correlation, which is expected as the criterion optimized by this method is closely related to curvature, all the major structures are also visible on the average surface from HIP-HOP. Note that the sulci and gyri in the parietal lobe are visible on the average surface, which confirms that the long-distance alignment of the intraparietal sulcus and the superior frontal sulcus observed on Fig. 8 was robust across subjects.
B. Comparison With Freesurfer
The fact that the average surface produced by FS shows higher curvatures is indeed expected since FS optimizes geometric correlations but must be interpreted with caution: in many areas it is certainly a sign of FS good performances; in other areas with complex folding (e.g., the frontal lobe) the resulting geometric details might be a union of possible configurations found in sub-groups, as it has been shown for a volumetric atlas in [49] ; and in other areas, for some subjects, it might include misalignment of sulci, as already observed in [7] , see [8] for an interesting discussion regarding the ambiguities in curvature-related cost function for inter-subjects registration (especially the Section IV-A3 of that paper). Fig. 12 shows the sulci of all subjects mapped onto the average surface after HIP-HOP (left) and FS (right) alignment. See for instance how the details in the zoomed prefrontal region of the FS average surface corresponds to the gathering of the green and cyan sulci (S.F.sup and S.F.inter, respectively) into a single valley. Possible misalignment also occurs for very few subjects in the parietal lobe and on the medial face, see e.g., the sulcus in blue in the posterior part of the bottom right panel shown by the black arrow (F.P.O, parieto-occipital fissure. We show the corresponding subject in Appendix B to confirm that the labeling is not ambiguous for this sulcus). (Fig. 1) . Fig. 13 . Group-wise measure of sulcal dispersion in millimeters for HIP-HOP and FS, computed as the average Hausdorff distance between all pairs of homologous sulci found in 62 subjects and averaged across pairs and template surfaces (16) . The differences in this measure obtained between methods were significant ( , one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test) for all sulci. ]. Besides the good performances of FS for these sulci, this result might also reflect the fact that the geodesic Hausdorff distance does not differentiate between the two coordinate directions while HIP-HOP enforces the alignment of sulci only in one coordinate direction. According to the model assumptions, HIP-HOP explicitly minimizes angular distortions. The energy optimized in FS involves two regularization terms, one minimizing area distortion and a second minimizing metric distortion of the edges of the triangles. The spatial distribution shown on the respective average surface for HIP-HOP and FS shows that with HIP-HOP the distortions are mainly located in the proximity of the constrained sulci. With HIP-HOP, the angular distortion is maximal in the region where latitude and longitude constraints interact such as between the precentral sulcus and superior frontal sulcus (see also the bottom panel of Fig. 9 ) and vanish when moving away. With FS, the angular distortions are higher and spread all over the surface. Concerning the area distortions, the cumulated histogram of and the spatial distribution of summed across the 62 subjects show that the distortions induced by HIP-HOP are relatively strong for few triangles (bin at the rightmost part of the histogram) located between the two poles and remains small and homogeneously distributed over the rest of the neocortex. This is a consequence of mapping the neocortex onto a rectangle: the triangles located near the path that links the two poles must be dilated to match the borders of the rectangular domain while, to compensate, the other triangles must be slightly reduced as the rectangular domain has the same area as the initial folded neocortex. Note that only a very small part of the cortical surface is affected: the region with area distortions superior to 30 represents less than 4% of the surface (dark brown to black on Fig. 14) . Indeed, this tendency was expected and can be considered as part of the model that drives our mapping. With FS the area distortions are smaller overall the cortex, but they are similar to HIP-HOP on the neocortex. Therefore it is a positive point that HIP-HOP, as well as minimizing angular distortions, results in low area distortions (apart from a very localized region around the cut between poles where area has to be distorted). The low amount of area distortions induced by HIP-HOP on the neocortex might be a consequence of the smoothness of the computed deformation field. We believe it also shows that our model is indeed centered regarding our group of subjects (a consequence of our proposal for setting the coordinates of the axes in the Section II-G4) and does not require too demanding transformations.
C. Discussion
1) Unconstrained Mapping Onto a Rectangle:
Many published methods for inter subjects surface registration [9] , [12] , [50] , [31] , [51] , [52] involve a mapping onto a square or a disk with fixed boundary conditions. The unconstrained mapping presented in Section II-C may advantageously be used for this step with the benefit of reduced distortions. Moreover, as shown on Fig. 9 , the unconstrained mapping is crucial for testing the assumptions underlying the model. It is appropriate for investigating jointly.
• The relative orientation and location of major cortical structures e.g., orthogonality between superior frontal sulcus and central sulcus.
• The association of sulci to a given axis of the model, e.g., is the assumption stating that the inferior frontal sulcus and the superior temporal sulcus must be aligned onto the same axis coherent with the observed variations? • The setting of the coordinate value of the axes of the model, using the weighted average as detailed in Section II-G4 is one way but others may be investigated.
• The definition of the poles and of the cut that links them, especially the cingular pole that strongly influences the orientation of sulci in the unconstrained rectangle. These were not optimized in the current work. Indeed, these points will be further investigated in future work.
2) Parameterization Domain: In this paper, the parameterization domain corresponding to the model is defined as a rectangle for the neocortex and a disk for the insula whereas the model can also be represented as a disk (see Clouchoux et al. [22, Fig. 3]) . The relative orientation of sulci was investigated onto a spherical domain in Toro et al. [19] . Indeed, we discuss here the pros and cons of each parameterization domain in the context of the model-driven approach.
As we have shown above, choosing a rectangle as the parameterization domain allows for an explicit optimization of model parameters with a simple mathematical formulation and an efficient and fast implementation. The drawbacks are the need for cutting the cortex around the insula and between the insula and the corpus callosum, the area distortions between the poles and the fact that cortical areas on either side of the cut between the poles that are very close in the native cortical surface is split far apart in the rectangular parameterization with a loss of continuity of the mapping in this region.
Using a cylinder as the parameterization domain would prevent the need to cut the neocortex between the insula and the corpus callosum. This would avoid the discontinuity in the mapping but the area distortions would still be present between the two poles. Moreover, solving the unconstrained mapping from the neocortex onto a cylinder by minimizing the Dirichlet energy without imposing a fixed location to boundary points is not straightforward as illustrated by the fact that a solution of the optimization problem would correspond to a configuration where the mesh would be collapsed on a line (with a null area) as encountered in the spherical case (see [53] ).
Based on [22, Fig. 3 ], an anonymous reviewer proposed that the model can be represented on a cone or equivalently, as we note, as a disk. Using a disk/cone as the parameterization domain seems natural as the surface from an hemisphere has the same topology, like a sphere with a hole corresponding to the inter-hemispherical junction. Indeed, the advantage of using a disk is that it would prevent the need to cut the neocortex around the insula and between the insula and the corpus callosum. However, some distortions would in this case be located around the corpus callosum and expand in the medial face of the neocortex. Moreover, the insula boundary would subsequently be mapped onto a circle centered at the center of the disk which also would induce distortions between the two poles as in the case of the rectangle or the cylinder.
When a parameterization is achieved on a sphere, no cut is needed but instead one has to deal with the hole in the surface from an hemisphere. This hole can be artificially filled with additional vertices and triangles to obtain a spherical topology as in [2] , [40] but the supplementary mesh corresponding to the closure may have an uncontrolled influence on the resulting spherical coordinate system if the "non-cortical" part of the mesh is not excluded from the mapping energy. The method proposed in [11] maps the surface from an hemisphere onto a sphere without the need of closing the corpus callosum and with minimal angular distortions and controlled area distortions and is thus attractive. However, as in the case of the disk, to match the model it is then necessary to align the boundary of the insula and corpus callosum on two parallel great circles of the sphere. While this could be achieved without angular distortions using möbius transformations [54] , major area distortions would be induced.
Finally, in [22] , the model was mapped directly onto the original cortical surface through a diffusion process. The induced parameterization relied implicitly on a spherical coordinate system in which the "Greenwich meridian" was mapped onto the central sulcus. As the central sulcus does not define a continuous path between the two poles, a practical solution was to extend the central sulcus up to the poles using shortest geodesic paths, which influenced the mapping in an uncontrolled manner.
In any case, the advantage of other parameterization domain over a rectangle would not be guaranteed whereas the computing time would clearly be impeded. While the mapping onto a rectangle induces undesired discontinuity around the cut between the poles, the induced distortions reach only a very limited region (less than 4% of the surface shows high area distortions, see Section IV-B). Note that spherical mapping also introduces more distortions in this region due to the fact that more deformations are needed to inflate this deep region as compared to others. Finally, this rectangular domain is convenient for visualization as other flattening procedures proposed in [1] and [55] - [57] , [28] which also require to cut the neocortex following the fundus of some sulci. Fig. 15 shows the boundaries corresponding to the sides of the rectangular domain for the 62 subjects in the Talairach space with the average surface to illustrate the robustness of the cuts. Note that the remaining variability is partly due to the poor inter-subjects alignment resulting from Fig. 15 . The boundary of the insula (in cyan, on the left) and cingular pole (in green, middle) are shown for the 62 subjects after linear registration into the Talairach space. The average surface computed using HIP-HOP is superimposed for localization purposes. Note that the cut between the poles (in pink, on the right) corresponding to the shortest geodesic path between the insula and the cingular pole shows reasonable variability across subjects.
linear transformations applied to register all subjects into the Talairach space.
3) Inter Subjects Correspondences: The methods for inter individual registration of cortical surface enforcing curvature, sulcal depth or related constraints [1] , [3] - [6] are able to align cortices between subjects automatically and avoid the subjectivity and variability induced by a manual extraction of landmarks. However, these methods do not integrate higher level knowledge from anatomical expertise and may result in alignments that are not in accordance with the matching of sulcal landmarks traced by an expert as we observed (see also [7] and [8] ).
Landmark-based methods register anatomy by constraining a set of landmarks or curves on the cortex that incorporate precise knowledge of sulcal anatomy but must often be defined manually [9] , [10] , [13] . Such methods can be customized for a study focusing on a particular brain region which may be crucial e.g., in the presence of lesion. However, the identification and tracing of smaller sulci is prone to errors even from an expert and the delineation of a continuous curve for a particular sulcus (required for e.g., [9] , [10] ) is not always coherent with the observed topological variations between adult individuals.
The originality of our approach compared to previous landmark-based methods (and especially similar harmonic mapping methods e.g., [9] , [10] ) lies in the fact that folds are not matched to a specific target (e.g., the same fold across subjects) but instead are matched to an iso-coordinate axis of the 2-D coordinate system. This strategy has a direct impact on the required assumptions regarding the sulcal landmarks. There is no topological constraint. A multiple parts sulcus can be aligned onto an axis as well as a continuous one such that no gyrus crossing is necessary. Following the assumption stating that the sulci or sulcal parts associated to a given axis are aligned, it is thus possible to be very conservative in the landmark delineation. Indeed, the expert may stop the sulcal line when facing an ambiguous fork instead of choosing an arbitrary branch, which reduces the subjectivity of the delineation procedure. Moreover, with the definition of axes coordinate proposed in Section II-G4, our approach avoids the bias toward a given subject of the group that would be chosen as reference template.
Finally, in the regions where no sulcal landmarks can be systematically traced, the parameterization resulting from our approach is induced not only by the interpolation of the deformation from neighboring sulci but also from the coupling between the two coordinate directions and long distance interaction hypothesized in the model. However, data-driven methods such as FS are proven to be robust in the absence of anatomical prior knowledge. Therefore, adding a curvature related constraint term in the energy to further refine the correspondences resulting from HIP-HOP would probably be an efficient strategy. This will be investigated in further work.
More specifically, our future work will focus on testing the assumptions regarding the model, which is made possible by their explicit integration in this implementation. We will evaluate HIP-HOP through pathological/nonpathological group analysis, as well as other applications allowed by our method.
• Localization at the individual level, the coordinates are always e.g., in the precentral gyrus, and more precisely in a given Broadman area.
• Define inter subjects correspondences required in any group study [55] - [57] .
• Define an anatomically constrained parcellation as investigated in previous work, [58] . • Improve the model, i.e., include additional sulci that respect the orthogonal organization in the model.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed here an efficient implementation of the cortical model presented in [22] , performed via a mapping to a planar domain. The harmonic aspect of our mapping allows to explicitly take into account the directional nature of the model, based on the notion of orthogonality of sulcal axes. As opposed to previous harmonic approaches, we do not match folds across subjects or between subjects and a template, but instead we optimize the fit between cortical sulci and specific iso-coordinate axis in the model. Results show a good alignment of structures, sulci and gyri, across subjects. The process should prove useful for cortical localization and surface matching in the context of surface-based group analysis of functional and anatomical studies, although more work remains to be done to validate the assumptions underlying the model.
We also proposed in [47] a procedure for the automatic extraction and identification of sulcal lines. All this work will be implemented as a toolbox of the BrainVisa free software platform which also involves an efficient segmentation pipeline that produces accurate tessellation of the cortical surface. The entire segmentation and model-driven parameterization of the cortical surface will then be achieved automatically. Although we do not intend in this paper to show a superiority of our approach over a reference method such as Freesurfer, we believe that our method demonstrates a way to properly integrate specific macro-anatomical knowledge in the inter-subject matching and cortical localization processes. As the link between cortical macro-anatomy and brain architecture, and especially myelo-architecture, will be more and more understood with the advent of high-fields MR scanners, such an approach will be a way to improve the results of functional or morphometrics studies.
APPENDIX A POISSON EQUATION UNDER MIXT DIRICHLET/NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We want to find that is solution of the following PDE:
with and such that and and thus
Let us now focus on the first system of equation involved in (2), Section II-C (19) where is the normal of the boundary. We introduce the following space :
We then introduce the space such that Equation (19) can now be written as (20) We multiply the first line by and integrate over and we obtain (21) in this equation, because as . Using the Green formula, we then obtain in this equation, the second term is equal to 0 because and thus on and the third term is equal to 0 because . Such that we obtain the variational formulation (22) which allows us to conclude classically that the EDP has a unique solution (e.g., [34] ). Using the same methodology, we can show that the second system of equation involved in (2), Section II-C that corresponds to the second coordinate direction also has a unique solution. Fig. 16 shows a medial view of the individual cortical surface corresponding to the misalignment observed with FS for the parieto-occipital fissure as indicated by the arrow on the Fig. 12 . For this subject, the labeling of parieto-occipital fissure (in blue on the figure) is not ambiguous : it is a very stable sulcus, clearly deeper than the surrounding ones. Therefore, the FS result shown in Fig. 12 seem to be a good example of sulcal misalignment, probably due to a local minimum during energy minimization: the smaller posterior parallel fold has been aligned with the parieto-occipital fissure of the other subjects. Although such misalignments probably only appear occasionally for some sulci and only for a few subjects (therefore having low statistical impact), we think that it can have consequences at the individual level and in studies involving a small number of subjects.
APPENDIX B SULCUS MISALIGNMENT WITH FS
